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In this report we outline the main problems of communication synthesis task in the context of SpecC 
Environment, with focus on issues related to System-On-a-Chip design and Intellectual Property interfacing. 
Given an architecture model, we present the models and transformations necessary for generating the final 
communication model. The major refinement steps are also discussed in various abstraction levels and for 
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Communication Synthesis in SpecC Environment 

S. Zhao, D. Gajski 

Information and Computer Science 

University of California, Irvine 

Irvine, CA 92697-3425, USA 

http://www.ics.uci.edu/ "'Spece 

Abstract 

In this report we outline the main problems of communication synthesis task in the context of SpecC Environment, 
with focus on issues related to System-On-a-Chip design and Intellectual Property interfacing. Given an architec
ture model, we present the models and transformations necessary for generating the final communication model. 
The major refinement steps are also discussed in various abstraction levels and for various types of communicating 
parties{hardware, software). 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The interface and communication between hardware and software components of a SoC is the key to the success 
of SoC integration. The interfacing of the SoC components is well known to be tedious and error prone. However, 
due to the complexity of the problem and lack of tool support, the interfaces between hardware and software 
components are usually done manually. Thus a significant portion of SoC desl.gn time is spent on the integration 
process. The communication synthesis task in the SpecC methodology makes efforts to tackle this problem by 
automating the process with well-defined models and transformation steps. 

1.1.1 Goal 

Communication synthesis is one of the major tasks in the SpecC Design Methodology[8] for embedded system. 
It follows tasks of system partitioning, allocation and scheduling. Its objective is to generate the communication 
interfaces among subsystems( software or hardware) of embedded systems with emphasis on SoC and IP reuse. It 
automatically converts the architectural models, that do not include communication details, into communication 
models that include cycle accurate communication protocols over actual wires. Such models are also used for 
accurate performance predictions during architectural exploration of embedded systems. 

1.1.2 Methodology 

The complexity of communication synthesis is beyond what can be solved by any single algorithm or piece 
of program since it involves many other complicated issues like specification, hardware synthesis and software 
synthesis. The methodology we adopt has the same philosophy with the whole SpecC design methodology. That 
is we establish a set of well-defined models along with refinement procedures. We break down the communication 
synthesis problem to a stack of abstraction layers. The communication synthesis task then can be viewed as a 
refinement process from high level abstraction layers to low level ones. In each layer we will establish a well
defined model which captures the needed abstraction characteristics. Also we will define a refinement procedure 
from a high level model to its successive lower level model. We enumerate the list of these layers starting from 
the highest abstraction as follows: 
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Architecture exploration 

Allocation 

Partitioning 

Scheduling 

Manufacturing 

,- -------------------
1 Validation flow i 

I 
I 
I 

Compilation 

Validation 
Analysis 

Estimation 

Compilation 

Validation 
Analysis 

Estimation 

Figure 1: SpecC Environment (Communication Synthesis covers the shaded area) 
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1) messages(used by application): 

This layer has the highest abstraction in terms of communication. The communication between behaviors 
is by messages which are passed through the communication channels. These channels represent the virtual 
media that does not exhibit limitations of a physical media, such as time delay and data width. Though a 
message delivery timing budget can be attached to the message transferring statements as an constraint for 
the later synthesis purpose. This can be done by annotation - note statement in SpecC. An example is 
shown in Figure 2. 

5 

behavior A( dataChannel iO ) { 
int[lOJ[lO] adata; 

void main (void) { 

11 : iO . send ( adata ) ; 
note 11 . latency = ( lOOOns , 2000ns) 

} 
10 } ; 

behavior B( data Channel i 1 ) { 
int [ 10 ][ 10] bdata; 

15 void main (void) { 

12: il. receive (&bdata[O][O]); 
note 12. latency = ( lOOOns, 2000ns) 

20 } 

}; 

(a) behaviors communicating with messages 

interface I Send { 
void send (int data [ 10 ][ 10]); 

} 

5 interface IRecv{ 
void recv (int* data); 

} 

channel dataChannel implements 
10 I Send , IRecv { 

15 

20 

int buf [ 10 ][ 10]; 
bool valid =false ; 
event e Valid; 

void send(int data[lO][lO]) 
{ 

} 

copy ( buf, data); 
valid =true; 
notify(eValid ); 

void receive (*int data) 
{ 

if(! valid) wait( eValid ); 
25 copy (data , buf); 

valid =false ; 
} 

}; 

(b) channel definition 

Figure 2: Example of message layer communication 

2) transactions(used by protocol): 

This layer has more detail than the message layer in terms of time and datawidth. The protocol detail 
is wrapped in bus transaction channels and still transparent to the designer. The communication data 
unit between behaviors now is by packets which could be bus word or sequence of bus words for burst 
mode transaction. The channels now abstract the physical media characteristics such as bandwidth and 
throughput. An example is shown in Figure 3. 

3) RTL{used by implementation): 

This layer has all the detail related to events happened in each clock cycle in the final RTL implementation 
of the behaviors. Also the control and data signals in the real protocol are exposed. Thus at this layer 
communication is cycle-accurate and bit-true. The communication between behaviors now is through signals 
transimitted on the wires interconnected to the ports. An example is shown in Figure 5. 

4) logical: gates- and, or, xor, etc. 
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channel data Channel implements IS end , IRecv { 

xbusChannel cl (); 

5 void send (int data [ 10 ][ 10]) 
{ 

bitvector [31:0) packet[lOO); 

Slice (data, packet ) ; 
10 

for ( i =O; i ++; i <100) 
cl. send_ word (packet [ i ) ) ; 

} 

15 void receive (int* data) 
{ 

bit vector [ 31 : 0 ) packet [ 100 ) ; 

for ( i =O; i ++; i <100) 
20 cl. receive_ word (packet [ i)); 

Package (packet [ 100), data)); 
} 

}; 
25 

Figure 3: Example of transaction layer communication 

5) electrical: logic voltage level - TTL/CMOS, etc. 

We only concentrate our effort on layer 1, 2 and 3 since the logic synthesis tools have already been robust to 
deal with the problems regarding the other low level layers. 

2 Input Model 

Architecture exploration task and communication synthesis task are closely related. Obviously communication 
synthesis need to know hardware and software components allocation information in order to determine their 
interfaces. Also during architecture exploration, bus allocation need to know information like implementation 
cost from communication synthesis. Thus the interface between these two tasks become important. It has to 
reflect the result of architecture exploration and also provide enough information for communication synthesis to 
proceed. A general example for this interface model between these two tasks is shown in Figure 6. 

We use the SpecC Architectural Model as the hand-off model from architecture exploration to communication 
synthesis. The model is in SIR(SpecC Intermediate Representation) format[3]. In this model, the SpecC specifi
cation has been partitioned, allocated and scheduled. All behaviors have been assigned to a fixed component. If 
multiple behaviors are assigned to one component, their execution order has already been scheduled. More related 
to communication synthesis is that the bus protocols, types and parameters such as data width, for carrying out 
the communication have been selected by protocol selection. This is done based on the results from a communica
tion cost estimation tool. Also, the partition of the abstract channels (shared variables plus synchronization)., 
i.e. the mapping between the abstract channel sets and the physical channel set, has been resolved by channel 
grouping or splitting. However, the communication among those architecture components is still in message layer 
in terms of virtual buses, which are essentially groups of abstract channels. Figure 7 shows an example of the 
SpecC model after architecture exploration in the Vocoder project[9]. The Motorola DSP56000[15] processor 
memory bus protocol was chosen as the communication link between the DSP56000 processor and a custom 
hardware implementing the codebook search algorithm. 
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A[15:0] 
(Address Bus) 

0[23:0] 
(Data read) 

interface L.DSP56k { 
void read_ word ( 

bit[15:0) addr, 
bit[15:0) *d); 

5 }; 
}; 

channel C.DSP56l~ void) 
implements L.DSP56k { 

10 bit[15:0) A, D; 
bool RD, WJ1 

void read_ word ( 
bit [ 15: 0) addr, 

15 bit[15:0) *d) 
{ ... } 

}; 

(b) DSP56600 bus 
channel 

tl 

t2 

(-,20.7) 

(-,16.5) 
(53.9,-) 

Note: Delay format (min, max). 

(a) timing diagram 

void read_ word ( 
bit [ 15: o) addr, 
bit[15:0) *cl) 

{ 
5 //initialization 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

A= ":X"; 
MCS= "X:'; 
RD= 1; 
*d = "X:' j 

do { 
tl: { A= addr; MCS::O;} 
t2: { RD= O; } 
t3: { *d = D; } 
t4: {RD= 1;} 
t5: { D = "X:'; } 
t6 : { Addr = "X?' ; 

MCS:!'X:'; break;} 
} 
timing { 

range(tl; t2; 
t3; 
t3; 
t4; 
t5; 
t6; 

16. 4; ; ) ; 
; 20. 7); rang~tl; 

rang t2; 
rang t2; 
range(t4; 
range(t4; 

; 16. 5); 
53. 9; ; ) ; 
0) j 
16. 4; ; ) ; 

( c) bus transaction defi
nition 

t6 

t4 

void read_ word ( 
bit[15:0) addr, 
bit[15:0) *cl) 

{ 
5 Addr = addr; MCS= O; 

waitfor( 16. 4); 

10 

15 

20 

25 

} 

RD= O; 
waitfor(20. 7-16.4); 
*d =D; 
waitfor( 53. 9-(20. 7-16. 4)-16. 4); 
RD= 1 ; D = "X:' ; 
waitfor(95. 6-53. 9); 
Addr = "X:' ; MCS = "X:' ; 

( d) simulatable bus 
transaction definition. 

Figure 4: Example of Transaction Layer Channel: DSP56600 Read Protocol.(Note: 4-value logic not supported 
yet) 
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behavior A( output bit data_ready , input bit received, 
output bi tvector [ 31: 0] data, input bit elk) { 

bitvector [31:0][100] apacket; 

5 void main (void) { 

for ( i =O; i ++; i <100) { 
wait ( elk=l); 

data_ready =1; data=apacket [ i ] ; 
10 wait ( elk=l); 

} 
15 }; 

} 
wait (received =1); data_ready =O; 

behavior B( input bit data_ready , output bit received, 
input bitvector [31:0] data, input bit elk) { 

bit vector [ 31: 0] [ 100] bpacket; 
20 

void main (void) { 

for ( i =O; i ++; i <100 ){ 
wait ( elk=l); 

25 wait (data_ready=l); bpacket[i]=data; received=l; 

30 } 

}; 

} 

wait ( elk=l); 
wait ( data_ready=O); received=O; 

Figure 5: Example of RTL layer communication (Note: Code includes wait-value-change statements, which are 
not currently supported) 
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PEO 
BusO 

I Cv1 I 
ICdatal 

PE1 

Figure 6: Architecture Model Example 

LSP out 

prmin 

,,,.""' - --
.... _ - .,,,. 

~----------------------- - ----
prmout 

speech subframe out 

Figure 7: Vocoder Architecture Model after architecture exploration 

2.1 Abstract Channel Library 

DSP 

The above mentioned abstract channels are actually in the form of message passing scheme where communication 
is point-to-point and supports various kinds of complex data type and synchronization mechanisms such as 
blocking, non-blocking and FIFO. These well-defined channel types will be provided as an abstract channel 
library (ACL) provided to the architecture exploration tool and users to use directly. This ACL will make 
the communication synthesis tool have a precise understanding of the semantics of the communication among 
components including not only the type of data transfered but also the synchronization mechanism used. The 
channel parameters in this library should include blocking/nonblocking, size of the buffer, message data type, etc. 
The parameterizable channel definition should be similar to the following: 

channel fifo (int depth, // 0: unbuffered; pos: bounded buffered; -1: un bounded buffered 
bool blocking_when_fulLon_sending, 
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bool blocking_ w hen_em pty _on_recei ving, 
*msg_type msg_variable); 

The expressive power of the above fifo channel suffices for most applications. For example, when the fifo channel 
is initialized to channel fifo(O, true, true, int var1{10}[10}), the SpecC model using this channel is actually a 
CSP-like computation model[lO]. 

,____..._,____,_-+--<i-----·~.___FD_cT _ _:---3>!'"' Quantizer I '".__1 _~_:_~0_0f_~___.~--3"+ .... ~I ---~ 
Compressed Image Data 

Source Image Data 

Figure 8: Jpeg Decoder Block Diagram 

Example When the fifo channel is initialized to channel fifo(J, true, true, int var1{10}[10}), the SpecC model 
can be connected with this channel to become a pipelined model. Figure 8 shows the block diagram of a JPEG 
DCT-based encoder. Its SpecC specification model is shown in Figure 9. 

Testbench I Rend .bmp File I 

HandleDotn DCT Quantization HuffmanEncode 

Block Block Block Block 

Testbench Write .jpeg File 

Figure 9: Jpeg SpecC model 

3 Communication Synthesis Flow 

The goal of communication synthesis is to replace the abstract channels to custom busses or off-the-shelf IP 
busses along with the software device driver calls or hardware transducer circuit. During the allocation task of 
architecture exploration, the appropriate communication protocol for the system buses has been selected. Now, 
the virtual busses in the architecture model need to be refined into hierarchical channels which implement the 
required communication functionality over the actual wires of the bus. This refinement procedure consists of 
several main steps, namely, channel refinement and interface synthesis as shown in Figure 10. After the 
first step - channel refinement - the communication will be refined from a message layer to a bus transaction 
layer. In the next step - interface synthesis - the selected protocol will be implemented to a RTL layer where the 
communication is clock-cycle and bit-true accurate. 
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Communication 

Synthesis 

--

Spece 

......... 

(w/ (min, max)) 

Back-End 

Channel Sizing + 
Protocol Insertion 

Interface Synthesis 

Sw Driver/Hw FSMD 
Generation 

Optimization 
(lnlining etc) 

Simulation 

Implement. Mode ~ ~ 
(RTL) ~ 

Figure 10: Communication Synthesis Flow 

3.1 Channel Refinement 

The objective of channel refinement is to transform the virtual bus model so that it can be easily replaced with 
the bus transaction model. In virtual bus model, abstract channels only define the communication data types 
and synchronization methods. In the bus transaction model low-level bus protocol specifications are taken from 
a protocol library and are written in the SpecC language in terms of channel primitives that supply common 
interface function calls to facilitate reuse. For example, a given VME bus description will supply send{) and 
receive() as would the PCI specification. With this intermediate model toward the implementation, we can easily 
interchange protocols (as channels) and perform simulations to obtain performance estimates. Later, the channel 
calls will be replaced by local I/O instructions for software, or by additional behavior to be synthesized for 
hardware entities. 

The differences between virtual bus channel model and the communication model in fact imply the needed 
refinement procedures. For example, in the virtual bus channel model, the messages transferred can be of complex 
data types but the bus transaction model only support data in fixed width bus word unit such as byte, 16-bit 
half word or 32-bit word. Thus a sizing procedure is needed to transform the complex data types used in the 
application into packages that can be transported over the bus. 

3.1.1 Transducer Insertion 

The transducer insertion step actually can be performed in the previous architecture exploration phase. Whenever 
we find there are incompatible bus protocols in the virtual bus channel, we insert a transducer to separate the 
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virtual bus into two virtual buses with a transducer in between. At this moment the transducer is inserted as 
a dummy behavior which only transfer the untouched message from one virtual bus to another. Later in the 
communication process, the transducer will be synthesized to FSMD. 

Transducer 

Figure 11: Model example after transducer insertion. 

behavior Transducer ( IBusOSend iO, IBuslReceive il) { 

int[lO][lO) temp; 

5 void main (void) { 

} 
10 

} 

iO. receive (temp); 
i 1 . send (temp); 

3.1.2 Channel Sizing 

Figure 12: Example of Transducer behavior 

~ (Virtual Bus) 

message type 

bus type 

stream[] 

Figure 13: Channel Sizing Flow 

In order to be mapped onto the selected bus protocol, the abstract channels need to be transformed to fit 
in the configuration of the protocol. For example, the data width of the bus might be 8-bit when the virtual 
channel data type is 32-bit integer or even an array of integer. Obviously data sizing is needed here. Figure 13 
shows the fl.ow of channel sizing process. Given a projected real bus protocol, the abstract channel might have a 
mismatched data width. Hence the message unit of the abstract channel primitives need to be fold or combined 
to adjust to the real bus protocol requirement. The basic refinement procedure is as follows. First, the data 
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int[lO][lO] var; 

vbusO.send(var); 

bitvector stream[buswidth][]; 

length=cal(var, buswidth); 
stream=marshal(var, buswidth); 
for(i=O to length-I) 

busO. sendW ord( stream[ i]); 

Figure 14: Channel Sizing Example 

type information of both the virtual bus channel and its corresponding real bus will be obtained. For example, 
the virtual bus use array int{10}{10} and the target bus only support bit{15:0}. Next, a data-type conversion 
procedure will be used to marshal the complex data type used by the virtual bus into a stream of the fixed-width 
bitvector[(width-l) : O][length] type of the real bus. The width width of the bitvector is equal to the data width of 
the bus. The array size length of this stream can be computed by: length = f bitsizeo f ( messageType) /buswidth 1 
Finally, a piece of program stub such as a for-loop statement will be generated to transfer this stream using 
generic bus transaction channels in which the transferring data size is the same with the target real bus. An 
example of this piece of code is shown in Figure 14. 

3.1.3 Channel Scheduling 

Protocol 
IP Lib 

I-----~ 

Arbitration Alg. 
Selection 

Arbiter Insertion 

Bus Transaction 
Insertion 

Bus Chann. 

Figure 15: Channel Scheduling Flow 

Since multiple abstract channels might be mapped to one virtual channel, mechanism is necessary to solve the 
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PEO PEI PE2 

Arbiter 

Figure 16: Target Arbitration Architecture 

bus access conflicts. We see this as a scheduling problem. When two abstract channels access the same virtual 
channel simultaneously, their order must be determined either dynamically or statically. The order of the accesses 
can be determined statically by enforcing additional orders among bus accesses or allocating different time slots 
for each bus accessing participants. However this is dependent on the bus access pattern which is usually difficult 
to know in advance at compile time. Therefore we use dynamic scheduling which can solve the bus conflict at the 
run time. The dynamic scheduling is in fact arbitration which decides the order of the accesses by their priorities 
or other properties like fairness. The arbiter is introduced as shown in Figure 15. 

First, we assign master (who initiate the bus transfer) or slave (who react to master request) interface or both 
to each unit on the target bus. If the number of masters is more than one, we need to insert an arbiter to the 
virtual bus channel. This arbiter will decide which unit has the right to access the bus at run time. Now the 
generic bus transaction channel will be replaced by the target bus channel which always has a master interface 
at one end and a slave interface at the other. 

3.2 Communication Model 

After those channel refinement steps, the virtual bus model now has been replaced with the bus transaction model 
pulled from the protocol IP library. Figure 18 shows the refinement result for an example. According to the target 
protocol allocated during architecture exploration, a bus protocol Protocol, such as the PeI bus, is inserted in 
order to carry out the communication between the behaviors. The methods of the virtual bus BusO are refined to 
use the methods of the bus protocol encapsulated in the channel Protocol. Figure 18(b) shows how the channel 
hierarchy directly reflects the layers of the communication between the PEs. 

3.3 Interface Synthesis 

The next step in the flow is to implement the bus transaction layers with software drivers or hardware commu
nication FSMD based on whether the Spece behaviors are executed on a processor or hardware component. 

3.3.1 Software Driver Generation 

When Spece behaviors are allocated to run on processors, its communication part, bus transaction channel calls, 
cannot be compiled by the back-end software compilers. The communication synthesis tool need to resolve them 
to processor I/O driver calls. Despite processors usually have different I/O ports depending on their types, a 
general case would be to use their external memory bus for communication. One way is that the processor provides 
I/O instructions to access devices like Intel family. In this case the I/O space and memory space are separated, 
for example, one most significant bit of address bus is used to distinguish whether it is an I/O access or a main 
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Arbiter 
HAD DR 

HAD DR HWDA TA Slave 
#1 

_HGRJiNTl Master HWDA TA HRDA TA 

#1 
HRDA TA ['---. ,____ 

HAD DR 

HAD DR HWDA TA Slave 
r---v #2 

HC::Rl>.)(J'l'? 
Master HWDA TA Address and HRDA TA 

#2 control m~ 
HRDA TA 

HAD DR 

HAD DR HWDA TA Slave 

H0.Rl>.l\l'T'1 J v #3 
Master HWDA TA Writedatamux HRDA TA 

#3 
HRDA TA Read data mux 

/ t--- HAD DR 

HWDA TA Slave 
#4 

HRDA TA 

l 
Decoder 

Figure 17: AHB Bus Arbitration Architecture Example 

BO I BusO I Protocol II I 

(a) 

PEO PE1 

Bu so 

@I Protocol 18 

(b) 

Figure 18: Model of design example after protocol insertion. 
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memory access. The other more general way is to use memory mapped I/O access which software running on 
processors access devices by reading or writing to specific memory addresses with general purpose memory access 
instructions. When the processor puts an I/O address on its address bus, the decoder logic of the hardware IP 
will enable it to read or write the processor's data bus. 

Address Space Partition To implement the bus transaction on processors, the first step is to partition the 
address space into chunks for main memory and each accessible devices. This can be done by the user. The 
evaluation criteria is a balance between decoding logic delay and address space efficiency. For example, we can 
always use the most significant bit to divide the space into two halves, but one of them may not be used fully 
thus wasted. If we use more bits to identify the partitioned region, more address decoder logic is needed thus 
increase the delay and silicon area of the bus interface circuit. 

A Bus 

HSEL 

HADDR[31 :O] 

r------+.ll--'-"lLLC.._'-W.1,-1="""'4f---l 

~ HW Core 
I 

1 data_in 

..,__H_R_D_A_T_A.._3_1_:0.._1-· ~ ~ {t: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-i---d_at .... a_-.o_ut ___ _ 

AHB Slave l/F 

PROCESSOR 

Figure 19: Software/Hardware Communication: polling 

Interrupts Handler Generation When the software running on the processor tries to communicate with 
other I/O devices it generally has two ways to synchronize with them. First it can use a busy-wait strategy, that 
is, the software poll the status register in the I/O devices and repeat until the register value indicate the device is 
ready to accept data as shown in Figure 19. Obviously the processor cycles are wasted in the waiting period. The 
efficient way to synchronize with the I/O device is to use interrupts. When the software is waiting for the I/O, 
the processor is scheduled to execute other processes. An interrupt is assigned to indicate when the I/O device 
is ready and a corresponding interrupt handler need to wake up the waiting process which can proceed with the 
I/O operations. 

An example of the memory address space partition and interrupts assignments for the vocoder ASIC is shown 
in Table 1. 

Message Address range SW Trigger HW Trigger 

Codebook Data (ASIC In) $AOOO-$AOC9 Write to $AOC9 

I Codebook Result (ASIC Out) $AOCA-$A124 Interrupt C 

Table 1: Vocoder interrupt and address assignment. 
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Bus Transaction Channel Refinement The second step is to implement those bus transaction channel 
calls with assignment statement to or from the target device address. For example, the function body of a bus 
transaction call procBus.sendWord(packet{i}, Devi); will be refined to an assignment statement *(ADDR_DEV1) 
= packet[i}; in which ADDR_DEV1 has been assigned by the previous step and its value is defined in a #include 
header file. 

For the vocoder example, on the software side the channel send(codebookln) are implemented by a sequence 
of store instructions with memory addresses starting from $AOOO. The channel receive(codebookOut) is refined 
to a halt instruction and a interrupt handler which has a sequence of load instructions with memory addresses 
starting from $AOCA. This handler will be activated by the IRQC interrupt signal returned from the codebook 
search ASIC. 

3.3.2 Hardware Communication FSMD Generation 

Memory 

DSP56600 
Processor 

..
<(r---+~-+-.=i.-&.l.Lo,;~~· 

a: 
Cl) 
() 

~ 

I/F 

Start 

Figure 20: Motorola DSP56000 and Codebook ASIC 

• • • 

For behaviors mapped to hardware components, those bus transactions need to be refined to FSMDs so that 
they can be synthesized. We dedicate the communication part of the custom hardware to a separated interface 
module which connect to some of the datapath components and communicate with the computation control 
FSM with custom protocol. An example of this communication micro-architecture for the vocoder is shown in 
Figure 20. On the hardware side, the corresponding receive(codebookln) and send(codebookOut) are implemented 
with one interface module which is essentially one FSMD that store the codebook parameters into a local memory 
and provides the result back to the processor. This interface module initially listens on the memory bus and if the 
address is $AOOO it starts to get the data from the processor according to the processor write memory protocol. 
After it accepts the data word in $AOC9, it triggers the codebook search with a start signal and then waits the 
done signal from the codebook search. Upon getting the done signal, it triggers the IRQC interrupt signal and 
starts writes the results back onto the memory bus in compliance with the processor read memory protocol. 

When we design the hardware manually, the above mentioned micro-architectures would be optimized through 
the exploitation of the knowledge of the specific hardware computation implementation. However, since in SpecC 
methodology our back-end tool is HLS tool for hardware implementation, most likely we would not be able 
to access the specific internal structure of the computation part. An example of the behavioral description of 
a custom hardware with the double handshake protocol is shown in Figure 27. This example is able to be 
synthesized with Synopsys Behavioral Compiler. The synthesized result is a gate level netlist with control and 
datapath mixed together. To interface to this module the only way is throught the ports it and the protocol it 
provides. 

Thus we need to adopt an micro-architecture which decouple the communication part from the computation 
part of the behavior. The computation part will be synthesized by the HLS tool and the communication part 
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will be handled by our communications synthesis tool. The two results should be easily merged to be one piece 
of ASIC if necessary. 

PROCESSOR 

A Bus 

HSEL 

data_in 

data_ out 

AHB Slave l/F 

"data_out_ready" usage: 
(1) Busy Wait, like "ready_for_input" 
(2) Polling 
(3) Interrupt 

Figure 21: Custom Hardware Interfacing with AHB Bus 

Custom HW 

An example of this micro-architecture is shown in Figure 21. ·The interface between the communication 
interface module and the core computation module is a double handshake protocol. Its timing diagram is shown 
in Figure 22 and Figure 23. The interface module is assigned to act as an AHB bus slave which has read timing 
and write timing as shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25 respectively. All these timing diagrams information need 
to be provided in the Protocol IP Library in a format understandable by the communication synthesis tool. 

In this way the hardware interface synthesis problem can be reduced to a transducer synthesis problem which 
takes two incompatible protocol description and generate a transducer translating one protocol to the other. An 
example result for the transducer between the double handshake protocol and the AHB bus slave interface is 
shown in Figure 26. 
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Figure 22: Custom Hardware handshake Interface Read Timing 
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Figure 23: Custom Hardware handshake Interface Write Timing 
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Figure 25: AHB Slave Write Timing 
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Figure 26: Transducer FSMD for AHB Slave I/F 
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library ieee ; 
use ieee. std_logic_ll64. all; 
use ieee. std_logic_arith. all; 

5 entity cmplx is 
port ( data_in : in signed ( 3 downto 0); 

data_in_ready : in std_logic ; 
ready _for_input : out std_logic ; 
input_received: out std_logic; 

10 data_ouLready : out std_logic ; 
outpuLreceived : in std_logic ; 
data_out : out signed ( 7 downto 0); 
elk: in std_logic 
) ; 

15 end cmplx; 

architecture behavior of cmplx is 
begin 
only : process 

20 variable a, b, c, d: signed ( 3 down to 

25 

variable real , 

begin 
mam: loop 

imag: 

--a=r e c e iv e ( d at a _in ) ; 
get _a : loop 

signed ( 7 down to 

if(data_in_ready = 'l') then 
a:=data_in; 

30 ready_for_input <= 'O'; 
input _received <='1 '; 
exit get_a; 

else 
ready _for _input <= '1 '; 

35 input _received <='0 '; 
end if; 

0); 
0); 

wait until elk' event and elk ='1 '; 
end loop get _a ; 

40 --b=r e c e i v e ( d at a _in ) ; 
get _b : loop 

if ( data_in_ready = 'l ') then 
b:=data_in; 
ready_for_input <= 'O'; 

45 input_received <='1 '; 
exit get_b ; 

else 
ready_for_input <= '1 '; 
in p u t _re c e i v e d < =' 0 ' ; 

50 end if; 
wait until elk'event and clk='l'; 

end loop geLb ; 

Figure 27: Example of Custom HW behavior(in VHDL) ready for HLS 
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--c=receive ( data_in); 
geLc : loop 

if ( data_in_ready = '1 ') then 
5 c : = d a t a _in ; 

ready _for _input < = ' 0 ' ; 
input _received <='1 '; 
exit geLc; 

else 
10 ready _for _input <= '1 '; 

15 

in p u t _re c e i v e d < =' 0 ' ; 
end if; 
wait until elk 'event and elk=' 1 '; 

end loop geLc ; 

--d=r e c e i v e ( d at a _in ) ; 
get _d : loop 

if(data_in_ready = '1') then 
d:= data_in ; 

20 ready_for_input <= 'O'; 
input _received <='1 '; 
exit geLd; 

else 
ready _for _input <= '1 '; 

25 input _received <='0 '; 
end if; 
wait until elk 'event and ·elk=' 1 '; 

end loop get _d ; 

30 wait until elk 'event and elk=' 1 '; 
real . - a*c b*d; 
imag := a*d + b*c; 

--data_out =send (real ) ; 
35 data_out <= real ; 

data _out _ready <='1 '; 

40 

45 

wait until elk' event and elk ='1 '; 
send_real : loop 

if(outpuLreceived = '1') then 
data_out_ready <='0 '; 
exit send _real ; 

end if; 
wait until elk' event and elk ='1 '; 

end loop send_real ; 

wait until elk' event and elk ='1 '; 

--data_out =send ( imag); 
data_out <= imag; 

50 data_out _ready <='1 '; 
wait until elk 'event and elk=' 1 '; 
send_imag : loop 

if(outpuLreceived = '1') then 
data_ouLready <='0 '; 

55 exit send_imag ; 
end if; 
wait until elk' event and elk ='1 '; 

end loop send_imag ; 

60 end loop main; 
end process ; 
end behavior; 

Figure 27 (continued): Example of Custom HW behavior(in VHDL) ready for HLS 
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3.3.3 Protocol IP Library 

In order for the tool to generate the transducers automatically, the tool has to accept information about the two 
incompatible protocols. The above timing diagram information is informal and sometimes ambiguous for a tool 
to understand its meaning. So in the first place, both the hardware IP interface and the bus protocol must be 
described in a form usable by synthesis tool and also suitable for simulation. Then a protocol matching tool 
which understands this description can be used to generate the transducer logic. 

Both the hardware IP interface and the standard bus protocol need to be described in a form which holds the 
complete information sufficient for the tool to match the protocol. At least three aspects have to be included: 
interface port or bus wire information (name, width, direction), protocol sequence, and timing. An additional 
level of abstraction to bridge the gap between these low level implementation detail and the need of the system 
level design is needed. Therefore apart from these requirements we need to use some canonical communication 
primitives: request, grant, send, receive, bursLsend, bursLreceive, etc. to wrap these information. 

We propose in this report a formal model, which can be used by synthesis algorithm, that captures the minimal 
necessary set of features representing the interface and its associated communication protocol. We call this model 
Protocol Sequence Graph (PSG). The model is defined in terms of the following aspects. 

Protocol PSG is designed for describing the detailed data transfer and synchronization operations of a com
munication protocol. In order for a synthesis tool to use these low level information when synthesizing a higher 
message level communication specification, we decompose a protocol to several transactions which are the atomic 
communication operations. Each transaction can be represented by a PSG. Usually an interface communication 
protocol involving two parties should be represented by two complementary PSGs, one for sending and the other 
for receiving. 

Vertices Informally, each PSG is a directed graph, where vertices are labeled with signal names combined with 
an associated value. Each vertex of PSG is either depicted as circle labeled with conditions for input signals, or 
solid nodes labeled with assignments for output signals. For input signals, the associated value is the condition 
being evaluated and for output signals it is the assignment. Signals in PSG like in STG[l] can have two transitions 
+ and - , meaning the rising edge and falling edge of the signal respectively. To characterize a real bus protocol, 
this is obviously inadequate. Thus in PSGs in addition to { +, - } we can also let protocol control signals have 
level values {l(level high), O(level low), "'(level toggling), x(don't care), z(high impedance)}. In addition, for 
transferred data signals extra values like {#(valid), *(invalid)} are introduced for sender and {->(load)} for 
receiver. 

Arcs The directed arcs depict the causal relations between the vertices. If there is an arc between vertex A 
and vertex B, then vertex A must happen before vertex B. Usually the vertices are only partially ordered. For 
example, if there are two input vertices having arcs into one output vertex, these two input vertices could happen 
in any order. 

Threads Each PSG is also K-threaded[14], where K is the number of control and data signals involved in the 
protocol. All the PSG vertices are partitioned into a group of threads according to their associated signal names. 
Within each thread, all member vertices are totally ordered. The first one in the order is the head of the thread 
and the last one is the tail. The threads concept makes the algorithms performed on the PSG easier. For instance, 
the initial vertices of the PSG can be found from the set of heads of all the threads. 

Timing For fixed hardware IP or standard bus protocol, usually specific timing information are included besides 
the causal relationship information. To express this kind of timing constraints and propagation delays, we add 
annotations on the vertex and introduce extra annotation arcs. The annotation arcs are used to denote -the 
timing relations between two vertex of the PSG. If the direction of the annotation arcs is the same as the causal 
relational arcs we call them forward timing arc. Otherwise they are called backward arcs. The forward timing 
arc is used for describing propagation delay and the backward arc is for expressing timing constraint. All timing 
annotations are denoted with (tO, tl). Annotated on arcs, it can be interpreted as (min, max) to express the 
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interval between the minimum and the maximum time constraint or delay. In some cases one of the min and max 
could be redundant and thus absent. The annotation used on input signal vertices can be interpreted as (setup, 
hold) to denote the setup and hold time constraints for the input condition relative to the local clock. For output 
signal vertices the annotations denotes the propagation delays relative to the local clock also in the form of (min, 
max). 

Example We use an example to demonstrate how PSG can be used to model hardware IP's interface. We first 
present its control and data signal interconnections, timing diagrams, and then give the corresponding PSG in 
intuitive graphical form. 

Sender Receiver 

clkl clk2 

Figure 28: 4-phase protocol interfacing signals 

Four Phase Handshake Protocol The first example is a four phase handshake protocol used for com
munication between two synchronous hardware components with different clocks. Figure 28 shows the signal 
connections between the sender and the receiver. The sender has a local clock { clld} and the receiver works 
under {clk2}. The set of data signals is {Data} and the set of control signals is {Valid, Ack}. Here the sender is 
the master and the receiver is the slave which means the sender initiates the transfer and the receiver responds 
to it. 

I 
I 

CLK2 ! 

Figure 29: 4-phase protocol timing diagram 

A traditional timing diagram for this protocol is shown in Figure 29. The communication begins with the 
sender initiating the transfer by putting the data out, asserting the Valid signal and waiting for the Ack from 
the receiver. As soon as the receiver detect the Valid signal, it loads the Data and asserts the Ack signal. The 
sender can then deassert the Valid signal while the Data signal can be invalidated. To begin next transaction, 
the receiver has to deassert its Ack signal. To illustrate how to describe timing information in PSG, we assume 
the sender is a fixed IP in which there is minimum 2 ns propagation delay between the Valid signal and the Data 
signal. In addition the Data signal has maximum 1 ns delay relative to the rising edge of the local clock clkl. 
This timing diagram can be represented formally in PSG as depicted in Figure 30. The protocol is describe by 
two complementary transaction PSGs. One is for sending, the other is for receiving. The transaction PSGs are 
described in a fashion that is closer to the implementation architecture as opposed to the timing diagram. ·For 
example in the timing diagram the rising edge of Valid informs the receiver that the Data on the bus is valid. But 
in the corresponding PSG the rising edge of the Valid will be represented by the Valid level high sampled using 
the positive edge of the local clock clk2. The sending transaction PSG starts with the initial vertex "Data#" 
meaning the data signal Data is valid first. The annotation shows the propagation delay of the signal after the 
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clock rising edge is maximum 1 ns. Its output arc pointing to the "Valid=l" vertex means the Valid signal is 
asserted after Data signal becomes valid. The accompanying annotation arc shows the minimum delay between 
these two signal events are 2 ns. The Ack vertex has two output edges pointing to "Valid=O" vertex and "Data*" 
vertex respectively. This means there are no order constraint between these two vertices firing. The "Ack=O" 
vertex has two incoming arcs which means this vertex can only happen after these two preceding vertices. 

3.4 Simulation 
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I VM~ : 

I 
I ----<:>, 
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I 

I 
I 
I 

. ------~~~~~~---- ----~P._~~~.:~!_:~_:!~.: j 
Figure 30: 4-phase protocol PSG 

The communication synthesis task guarantee that each of its resulting models is generated in Spece thus get 
the simulation capability for free from the Spece backbone simulator. During each step of the refinement, the 
intermediate output is still dumped out in an executable Spece format. The only difference is in the timing 
accuracy. From the perspective of communication synthesis, the architecture model is only message delivery 
accurate. The communication model is bus transaction accurate. The final output model, the Implementation 
Model, will be clock cycle accurate. 

3.4.1 Timing Constraints Reduction 

In the communication model, the timing specification can be expressed in ranges such as {min, max) in the Spece 
do-timing construct. But Spece simulator can only simulate fixed delays in the wait statements. To simulate this 
range interval, a fixed timing point has to be chosen. Simply we can choose either min or max or an average va1ue 
as the timing delay to run simulation. But this timing range actually can be reduced to a more realistic interval 
because some constraints might be invalid due to interdependency. Algorithms like Liao- Wang algorithm[ll] can 
be applied here to obtain a result {minD, maxD). For an ASAP simulation minD can be selected as an argument to 
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the wait statements. maxD or other value computed from these two can be selected to do ALAP or other corner 
condition dynamic timing analysis. 

4 Implementation Model 

(a) 

dat 

adr 
PEO 

ctrl 
PE1 

en 

(b) 

Figure 31: Implementation Model Example 

The output of the communication synthesis tool is called the Spece Implementation Model which is also 
represented in SIR format. In this model, the interconnection of the components has been transformed from 
abstract channels to real busses. The interface of the component behaviors has been resolved to Spece ports 
instead of interface. 

As the architecture model, it is an accurate representation of the design in terms of functionality and over
all structure. In addition, the Implementation Model features bit-exactness and cycle-accurate timing. The 
bus transactions timing information are generated by the communication synthesis; The execution time of the 
architecture component can be obtained after software compilation and hardware synthesis. 

The Implementation model of the design example is shown in Figure 31. [6] lists the corresponding Spece code. 
In the example the component interfaces match with the bus protocol (e.g. components PE1 is a synthesizable 
custom hardware processor and the bus protocol is equivalent to the protocol of the processor PED). Therefore, 
no transducers are needed. 

5 Summary 

In this report we outline the approach we adopted for communication synthesis task in Spece Environment, 
with focus on System-On-a-Chip and Intellectual Property interfacing. We explained the well-defined models and 
corresponding refinement steps for various communication abstraction levels and various types of communicating 
parties(hardware, software). With these well-defined models and refinement steps our approach not only so~ves 
the problem of automatic interface synthesis but also provides a solid foundation for formal verification of the 
process. 
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